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The Commissioner’s Office of China’s Foreign Ministry in HKSAR

Directions to the China Resource Building

If you are submitting application or collecting China Visa’s in Hong Kong directly, this is where you will
need to go.
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From HKG International Airport:
Once your plane lands it will take up to 1 hour to get through security and collect your bags. Then you
could take the Airport Express to Hong Kong Station (approx 25 mins) and change to Central Station to
get the MTR to WanChai MTR (approx 15 mins including transfer between stations via underground airconditioned walkway). The official name of the place you are going to is the Commissioner's Office of
China's Foreign Ministry in HKSAR - link to location here. Exit from WanChai MTR via exit A1 onto the
overhead walkway, when you get to Immigration Tower turn right and walk down the steps to street
level then walk straight ahead, go under the raised road-bridge and you reach the China Resources
Building. You may see a line of people outside, but if not then just go into the building through the
security-booth and up to the 7th floor.

From Bethany:
Take the ferry to Central, then the most convenient way is to walk to Central MTR station, via the
overhead walkway to the left as you exit ferry pier (approx 10 minutes). Then take the MTR 2 stops,
on the Chai Wan train, to WanChai. Exit from WanChai MTR via exit A1 onto the overhead walkway,
when you get to Immigration Tower turn right and walk down the steps to street level then walk
straight ahead, go under the raised road-bridge and you reach the China Resources Building. You may
see a line of people outside, but if not then just go into the building through the security-booth and
up to the 7th floor.
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If you have children with you there is the Southorn Playground which is approx 10 mins walk from the
China Visa place, or else the Central Plaza building right near Visa place its fun to ride up to the 44th
floor observation deck with amazing views all around Hong Kong.
For food, loads of places around WanChai - from western ones you'll recognize, to local restaurants. If
you like pizza we highly recommend Paisano's which is right next to Exit A3 of WanChai MTR (New York
style supersize slices at very good prices!).

To get back to Bethany:
Take the MTR from WanChai to Central (2 stops, 4-5 mins) and come out of Exit A and up on to the
overhead walkway, which is to the right/ u-turn as you come out at street level. Then follow signs to
Central Piers, which takes you past Subway at the Star Ferry Pier (10 mins walk to Pier 5 approx) – and
go to Pier 5 for the ferry to Cheung Chau.
We hope the above is helpful, and that your Visa application is successful.
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Agency for China Visa’s
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An alternative way of applying for China Visa’s is through agencies. One that is recommended to us is
the Sunrise International Travel Co. Ltd, located in the same building as The Commissioner’s Office of
China’s Foreign Ministry in HKSAR. The fee will be higher than applying directly, but the process is
smoother and you don’t have to provide as much paperwork. See below card for contact information
and location:
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